Hotel Rates Blocks

1. Andaz San Diego  Queen $249 / King $255  8 blocks
2. Bristol San Diego  $189  10 blocks
3. Courtyard Gaslamp / Convention Center  $239  4 blocks
4. Courtyard San Diego Downtown  $235  10 blocks
5. Embassy Suites San Diego Bay  $259  7 blocks
6. Hard Rock San Diego  Studio $285 / Suite $305  1 block
7. Hilton Gaslamp Quarter  $289  1 block
8. Hilton San Diego Bayfront (HQ)  $299  Adjacent
9. Horton Grand Hotel  $189  4 blocks
10. Hotel Indigo Gaslamp  $249  9 blocks
11. Hotel Z - A Staypineapple Hotel  $215  4 blocks
12. InterContinental San Diego  $295  15 blocks
13. Kimpton Palomar San Diego  $245  10 blocks
14. Manchester Grand Hyatt (COSA)  $299  3 blocks
15. Marriott Gaslamp Quarter  $279  3 blocks
16. Moxy Gaslamp Quarter  $229  8 blocks
17. Omni San Diego  $269  2 blocks
18. Pendry San Diego  $269  4 blocks
19. Residence Inn Downtown Gaslamp  $249  4 blocks
20. Solamar San Diego  $239  4 blocks
21. US Grant, a Luxury Collection Hotel  $269  10 blocks
22. Westgate Hotel  $219  10 blocks